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Agrify Corp. (“Agrify” or the “Company”) sells a modular indoor vertical farming unit (“VFU”) that advertise a costeffective and low risk way for plant growers, mainly cannabis farmers, to increase yields and profits via environment
controls and automation.
We believe that Agrify created artificial demand for its product by financing undisclosed Company insiders to act as
independent customers.
After its January 2021 IPO, Agrify’s shares soared amongst a wave of sales announcements to alleged independent
third party licensed commercial growers via new total turnkey partnerships (“TTK Partnerships”).
We found two major issues with Agrify’s TTK Partnerships.
First, we found the majority of Agrify’s TTK Partnerships are either with undisclosed Company insiders or with
unlicensed unproven operators.
Second, the TTK Partnerships use Agrify’s balance sheet to finance the construction of the customer’s facility,
equipment sales and installations, which suggests to us that Agrify’s recorded revenues are artificially inflated by loan
balances from Agrify to TTK Partnership customers.
Agrify accounted for its TTK Partnerships differently than previously disclosed accounting policies.
TTK Partnerships were never mentioned in the Company’s S-1 or its 2020 10-K, which means Agrify’s new 2021
accounting policies have yet to be the subject of an audit.
Given evidence of limited interest from independent customers and significant cash dealings with undisclosed
Company insiders, we think that Agrify’s auditor Marcum, LLP (“Marcum”) cannot in good faith accept Agrify’s
3Q’21 financial statements as-is without inviting increased scrutiny on itself for violating negligence rules of its
PCAOB membership.
We suspect Agrify’s actual revenues are significantly less than what is reported to investors which is why we are short
Agrify and think that its stock is going lower.

THIS RESEARCH REPORT EXPRESSES SOLELY OUR OPINIONS. Use Bonitas Research LLC’s research opinions at your own risk. You should do your
own research and due diligence before making any investment decisions, including with respect to the securities discussed herein. We have a short interest
in Agrify, Inc. ($GWH) stock and stand to realize significant gains in the event that the price of such instrument declines. Because this document has been
prepared without consideration of any specific clients’ investment objectives, financial situation or needs, no information in this report should be construed
as recommending or suggesting an investment strategy. Investors should seek their own financial, legal and tax advice in respect of any decision regarding
any securities discussed herein. This report and its contents are not intended to be and do not constitute or contain any financial product advice as defined
in the Australian Corporations Act 2001 (Cth). Please refer to our full disclaimer located on the last page of this report.
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FAKE DEMAND PROMOTION
In our opinion, Agrify insiders lied to investors about the independence of its customer base in order to execute a
dubious stock promotion for self-enrichment at the expense of minority shareholders.
A part of its sales pitch, Agrify’s S-1 disclosed a “novel equipment financing solution” to select good credit customers
who pay 30%-50% upfront and finance the balance through a two-year payment plan.1
However post-IPO, Agrify abandoned this sales model and introduced TTK Partnerships whereby Agrify pays for up
to 100% of total build-out & equipment costs and charges monthly fees for each VFU only after production starts.

Source: Agrify Product Guide – p.4

Agrify claims its TTK Partnerships are with alleged independent licensed cultivators.
However, we found that most of Agrify’s announced TTK Partnerships are not with experienced independent third
party growers.
Evidence showed that five (5) of Agrify’s eight (8) customer announcements in 2021 are either with undisclosed
Company insiders or with unlicensed unproven operators.

#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Announcement Date
2021-02-19
2021-04-05
2021-05-12
2021-05-13
2021-06-24
2021-08-11
2021-10-28
2021-11-08

Agrify Customer
Hannah Industries
WhiteCloud Botanicals
Bud & Mary’s Cultivation, Inc.
Greenstone Holdings, LLC
Nevada Holistic Medicine LLC
True House Cannabis LLC
Olive El Mirage Partners LLC
Kief USA, LLC

Company Insider Unlicensed
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Source: Agrify Announcements

To us, this suggests that very little demand actually exists for Agrify’s VFUs from independent commercial growers.

Source: Agrify 424B4 dated January 29, 2021 – p.8
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/0001800637/000121390021005446/f424b50121_agrify.htm#T9924
1

2
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TTK Partnerships were not part of Agrify’s track record operations. TTK Partnerships are a new way of doing business
in 2021 which we believe significantly obfuscated Agrify’s actual revenues.
Agrify’s 3Q’21 10-Q disclosed five separate TTK partnerships that accounted for the majority of reported 3Q’21 revenues.

Using the Company’s quarterly results, we calculated at most 39% of AGFY’s reported revenues were cash receipts.
However, given that the Company lied about the independence of its customers, we question the authenticity of
AGFY’s reported revenues.
USD'000
Cultivation solutions, including ancillary products and services
Agrify Insights software
Facility build-outs
Services
Total reported revenues
(Increase) decrease in accounts receivable
(Increase) decrease in loan receivable
Cash revenue received by Agrify
% reported revenues received as cash
Source: Agrify SEC Filings

1Q2021 2Q2021 3Q2021 Total
230
1,037
2,702
3,969
8
0
0
8
6,770
10,701
12,995
30,466
0
87
54
141
7,008 11,825 15,751 34,584
(5,217)
0
1,791
26%

(5,904)
3,262 (7,859)
(886) (12,206) (13,092)
5,035
6,807 13,633
43%
43%
39%

TTK Partnership revenue announcements shot Agrify’s stock to US$ 30+/share up from US$ 7/share, which Raymond
Chang, Agrify’s CEO, conveniently used to sell AGFY shares in August at peak prices.
Agrify’s checks and balances are not improving.
On November 10, 2021 Agrify’s CFO Niv Krikov resigned/departed coinciding with Agrify’s 3Q’21 results announcement.

On December 14, 2021, Agrify announced the appointment of Barry Turkanis to serve as an independent director of
its Board, as well as a member of Agrify’s audit committee.
However, evidence shows that Barry Turkanis is not independent. Barry has a long-standing relationship with
Agrify’s CEO Raymond Chang via NXT Ventures.
We do not think Barry Turkanis’ director appointment should give AGFY’s auditor Marcum any confidence that the
audit committee is independently reviewing AGFY’s reported 2021 financial statements.

Source: https://nxtventures.com/about/
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HANNAH INDUSTRIES UNDISCLOSED RELATED PARTY CUSTOMER
Evidence shows that Agrify’s customer Hannah Industries (“Hannah”) is owned by undisclosed Agrify insiders.
Hannah was the only customer for Agrify’s VFUs in 2020 and further highlighted as a key customer in Agrify’s 1Q’21
results announcement.

Source: Agrify 1Q’21 Earnings Release dated May 18, 2021
https://ir.agrify.com/news-releases/news-release-details/agrify-quarterly-revenue-increased-600-record-7-million-q1-2021

Inventronics Inc. (“Inventronics”) (SZSE: 300582) is a supplier to, and shareholder of, Agrify. Inventronics is listed
on the Shenzhen Stock Exchange (“SZSE”) whose filings include disclosures about its related party dealings with
Agrify and Agrify’s shareholders.

Shareholder Name

Common Shares Subscribed

% of Issued Common Shares

Source: Inventronics Annoucement dated March 24, 2020
Source: http://www.szse.cn/disclosure/listed/bulletinDetail/index.html?affc6a81-7058-49a0-aa4d-34bad51ebdfd

Crown Capital Investments, LLC (“Crown Capital”) and its affiliate CCI – TGS A, LLC, are listed as Agrify
shareholders. Both Agrify and Hannah are portfolio companies of Crown Capital.

Source: https://www.crown-inv.com/portfolio
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Washington State business registration information listed Jason Whitney as Hannah’s officer and registered agent.

Source: https://opengovwa.com/corporation/603352809

Hannah’s CEO/Owner/Co-Founder Jason Whitney’s LinkedIn profile listed him as the owner of Dawg Star Cannabis
and Western Cultured Cannabis.

Source: https://www.linkedin.com/in/jason-whitney-87b85628/

Both Dawg Star Cannabis and Western Cultured Cannabis are brands owned and licensed by Agrify Brand LLC, a
75% subsidiary of Agrify, suggesting Jason Whitney is an Agrify employee.

Source: Agrify 2020 10-K – p.28
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/0001800637/000121390021019992/f10k2020_agrifycorporation.htm#W_020
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OLIVE EL MIRAGE – NEWLY FORMED COMPANY WITHOUT OPERATING LICENSES
On October 28, 2021, Agrify announced a partnership with Olive El Mirage Partners LLC (“Olive El Mirage”).
Agrify claimed that Olive El Mirage “is a contract cultivation operation working with the top consumer brands in the
fast-growing Arizona market”.

Source: Agrify Announcement dated October 28, 2021
https://ir.agrify.com/news-releases/news-release-details/agrify-announces-entry-arizona-cannabis-market-through

However, Arizona Company Registry record revealed that Olive El Mirage was established on August 26, 2021, only
two months before Agrify’s deal announcement.

Source: https://ecorp.azcc.gov/BusinessSearch/BusinessInformation?businessId=2365387

Cultivators in Arizona are required to obtain a Marijuana Establishment License from the Arizona Department of
Health Services (“ADHS”).2
The ADHS maintains a database of all Marijuana Establishment Licensees.
To date, Olive El Mirage is not listed as a licensee.

2

Source: https://www.azdhs.gov/licensing/marijuana/index.php
Source: https://www.azleg.gov/ars/36/02850.htm
6
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Source: https://azcarecheck.azdhs.gov/s/?searchQuery=olive&facilityId=001t000000L0T9TAAV

Alexander Catucci is listed as the business owner of Olive El Mirage, whose LinkedIn profile does not include
experience with commercial cannabis production.

Source: https://www.linkedin.com/in/alexander-catucci-a5b640134/

Biometrix Healthcare is a gym weight loss dieting program unrelated to cannabis. 3
Catucci appears to own a couple El Paso, TX restaurants that received PPP loans last year unrelated to cannabis. 4
Another fun fact, Catucci ran for Mayor in 2009.5
A rare interview with Catucci revealed a background in baseball, golf, and textiles, not cannabis.6
Catucci was also arrested twice (not indicted) for falsifying state documents and allegedly making misleading
statements or facts on a TABC application for his restaurant “the Loft and Mini Bar” in El Paso, TX.7
In our opinion, Olive El Mirage does not appear to be a credible experienced independent third-party grower.

3

https://www.biometrixlife.com/
https://projects.propublica.org/coronavirus/bailouts/search?q=holy+grail
5
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L53majvfrnI
6
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pNkn2077QGA
7
https://kvia.com/news/2009/03/13/mayoral-candidate-arrested-on-a-felony-charge/
4
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KIEF USA – NEWLY FORMED COMPANY WITHOUT OPERATING LICENSE
On November 8, 2021, Agrify announced a new TTK Partnership with Kief USA, LLC (“Kief USA”) whereby 485
Agrify’s VFUs were to be installed with over US$ 68.7 million in revenue expected over the first three years of
cultivation.8
In our opinion, Kief USA does not appear to be a credible and experienced independent third-party grower.
Agrify agreed to provide senior financing to 80% of Kief USA’s construction and equipment costs.
Company registry record revealed that Kief USA was only established on May 18, 2021 by Hui Zhang with a stated
purpose of “real estate investment”.

Source: https://corp.sec.state.ma.us/CorpWeb/CorpSearch/CorpSummary.aspx?sysvalue=CTGXAujnGFij7dL6x8a_3MBONKs76Qkev3fiUFauyHU-

Source: Kief USA Certificate of Organization
https://corp.sec.state.ma.us/CorpWeb/CorpSearch/CorpSearchViewPDF.aspx

As of today, Kief USA does not have a working website and is not listed as a license holder in Massachusetts.

Source: https://masscannabiscontrol.com/licensing-tracker/
8

Source: Agrify Announcement dated November 8, 2021
https://ir.agrify.com/news-releases/news-release-details/agrify-announces-third-massachusetts-based-10-year-ttk
8
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TRUE HOUSE CANNABIS FINANCED BY AGRIFY INSIDERS
Evidence shows that Agrify customer True House Cannabis LLC (“THC”) is financed by an undisclosed Agrify
insider.
On August 11, 2021, Agrify announced its second TTK Partnership with THC (first TTK Partnership on May 12).9
Agrify highlighted THC on its Earnings Calls and Earnings Presentations.10
Agrify disclosed that THC would receive a capital investment from Win-Light Global Co., Ltd. (“Win-Light”) upon
signing the TTK Partnership with Agrify.

Source: Agrify Announcement dated August 11, 2021
https://ir.agrify.com/news-releases/news-release-details/agrify-announces-second-ttk-partnership-true-house-cannabis-llc

Win-Light is a significant shareholder of AGFY.

Source: Agrify 424B4 dated January 29, 2021 – p.101
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/0001800637/000121390021005446/f424b50121_agrify.htm#T9924

THC was established on January 13, 2021 by Andre Colon, merely 7 months prior to the TTK Partnership with Agrify.

Source: https://corp.sec.state.ma.us/CorpWeb/CorpSearch/CorpSummary.aspx?sysvalue=L8pPC0COeDlttr.bbyHNiQ--

According to his LinkedIn profile, Andre Colon was a former substance abuse counselor and a current life coach
without any cultivation experience.

9

Source: Agrify Announcement dated August 11, 2021
https://ir.agrify.com/news-releases/news-release-details/agrify-announces-second-ttk-partnership-true-house-cannabis-llc
10
Source: Agrify 3Q’21 Earnings Presentation – p.5
https://ir.agrify.com/static-files/1202d07b-b2f3-47ed-abc7-1859416d240d
9
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We question whether Andre Colon would have sufficient capital to purchase anything from Agrify without WinLight’s capital injection.

Source: https://www.linkedin.com/in/andre-colon-2b4a4453/

As of today, THC only has a bare-bone website without even a proper contact address.
THC is not even listed under the Licensing Tracker of Massachusetts’ Cannabis Control Commission.

Source: https://truehousecannabis.com/

Source: https://masscannabiscontrol.com/licensing-tracker/
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GREENSTONE CUSTOMER OWNED BY AGRIFY INSIDERS
Evidence shows that Greenstone Holdings, LLC (“Greenstone”) is owned by Agrify insiders.
Agrify’s 1Q’21 earnings release and presentations highlighted the partnership as a successful way for Agrify to
increase sales to an existing customer by ~10x. 11

Source: Agrify 1Q’21 Earnings Presentation – p.4
https://ir.agrify.com/static-files/22c2dcb2-a020-4665-9294-8e389c6a43e4

Greenstone’s website listed Trek Manzoni and Gary Walker as partners/directors.

Source: https://greenstonefire.com/team/

Trek Manzoni is the President/Manager at Agrify Brands, according to his LinkedIn profile and Agrify’s SEC filings.

Source: https://www.linkedin.com/in/trek-manzoni-30b30810/
Source: https://www.sec.gov/edgar/search/?r=el#/q=Trek%2520Manzoni%2520&category=formcat0&ciks=0001800637&entityName=Agrify%2520Corp%2520(CIK%25200001800637)

Gary Walker is listed as an Agrify shareholder in Inventronics’ SZSE filings (reference page 4 for table).

11

Source: Agrify Announcement dated May 13, 2021
https://ir.agrify.com/news-releases/news-release-details/agrify-announces-definitive-agreement-current-customer
11
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Crown Capital lists Agrify, Greenstone, and TriGrow Brands (nka. Agrify Brands) as its portfolio companies on its
website.

Source: https://www.crown-inv.com/portfolio

Evidence also suggests that Greenstone has not been successful and may struggle to repay Agrify.
Agrify’s announcement on May 13, 2021 disclosed that Agrify “agrees to retire Greenstone’s current lease agreement
with CCI-Finance, LLC, at 50% of the original face value of $1.4 million, or $700,000”.12
In January 2020 Agrify acquired its primary distributor, TriGrow Systems, Inc. (“TriGrow”).
At that time, Agrify invested US$ 1.14 million in a “Profit Interest” investment in CCI Finance, LLC (“CCI”), another
affiliate of Crown Capital, pursuant to which Agrify would share in CCI’s revenue generated from its lease agreement
with Greenstone.13
As of April 2, 2021 (date of Agrify 2020 10-K), Greenstone had not made any lease payment to CCI.
Instead, Agrify agreed to retire Greenstone’s lease agreement with CCI for US$ 700,000.
Agrify’s 2Q’21 10-Q disclosed that Greenstone borrowed money under a bridge loan from Agrify “for working capital
purposes” even before the Greenstone deal announcement.14
By entering another agreement with Agrify, Greenstone was able to roll the bridge loan into a “Construction Loan”
that had a maturity of 24 months starting from Greenstone’s commencement of sales using Agrify’s products.
While Agrify claimed initially that the construction loans would be limited to US$ 2.5 million, by 3Q’21 loan
receivables owed by Greenstone had ballooned to US$ 3.2 million.
Given evidence of limited interest from independent customers and significant cash dealings with undisclosed
Company insiders, we think that Agrify’s auditor Marcum cannot in good faith accept Agrify’s 3Q’21 financial
statements as-is without inviting increased scrutiny on itself for violating negligence rules of its PCAOB membership.
We suspect Agrify’s actual revenues are significantly less than what is reported to investors which is why we are short
Agrify and think that its stock is going lower.

12

Source: Agrify Announcement dated May 13, 2021
https://ir.agrify.com/news-releases/news-release-details/agrify-announces-definitive-agreement-current-customer
13
Source: Agrify 2020 10-K – p.51
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/0001800637/000121390021019992/f10k2020_agrifycorporation.htm#J_002
14
Source: Agrify 2Q’21 10-Q – p.9
https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/0001800637/000121390021042215/f10q0621_agrifycorp.htm
12
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DISCLAIMER
We are short sellers. We are biased. So are long investors. So is Agrify, Inc. (AGFY). So are the banks that raised money for Agrify, Inc. (AGFY).
If you are invested (either long or short) in AGFY, so are you. Just because we are biased does not mean that we are wrong. We, like everyone else,
are entitled to our opinions and to the right to express such opinions in a public forum. We believe that the publication of our opinions about the
public companies we research is in the public interest.
This report and all statements contained herein are the opinion of Bonitas Research LLC (“Bonitas”), a Texas limited liability company, and are
not statements of fact. Our opinions are held in good faith, and we have based them upon publicly available evidence, which we set out in our
research report to support our opinions. We conducted research and analysis based on public information in a manner that any person could have
done if they had been interested in doing so. You can publicly access any piece of evidence cited in this report or that we relied on to write this
report. Think critically about our report and do your own homework before making any investment decisions. We are prepared to support everything
we say, if necessary, in a court of law.
To the best of our ability and belief, all information contained herein is accurate and reliable, and has been obtained from public sources we believe
to be accurate and reliable, and who are not insiders or connected persons of the stock covered herein or who may otherwise owe any fiduciary
duty or duty of confidentiality to the issuer. As is evident by the contents of our research and analysis, we expend considerable time and attention
in an effort to ensure that our research analysis and written materials are complete and accurate. We strive for accuracy and completeness to
support our opinions, and we have a good-faith belief in everything we write, however, all such information is presented “as is,” without warranty
of any kind– whether express or implied.
You should assume that as of the publication date of our reports and research, Bonitas (possibly along with or through our members, partners,
affiliates, employees, and/or consultants) along with our clients and/or investors has an investment position in all stocks (and/or options, swaps,
and other derivatives related to the stock) and bonds covered therein (either long or short depending on our investment opinion), and therefore
stands to realize significant gains in the event that the price of changes in conjunction with our investment opinion. We intend to continue transacting
in the securities of issuers covered on this site for an indefinite period after any report is published, and we may be long, short, or neutral at any
time hereafter regardless of our initial investment opinion.
Use Bonitas’ research at your own risk. You should do your own research and due diligence before making any investment decision with respect
to the securities covered herein. The opinions expressed in this report are not investment advice nor should they be construed as investment advice
or any recommendation of any kind.
Bonitas makes no representation, express or implied, as to the accuracy, timeliness, or completeness of any such information or with regards to
the results to be obtained from its use. All expressions of opinion are subject to change without notice, and Bonitas does not undertake to update
or supplement any reports or any of the information, analysis and opinion contained in them.
This report should only be considered in its entirety. Each section should be read in the context of the entire report, and no section, paragraph,
sentence, or phrase is intended to stand alone or to be interpreted in isolation without reference to the rest of the report. The section headings
contained in this report are for reference purposes only and may only be considered in conjunction with the detailed statements of opinions in their
respective sections.
This is not an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any security. Bonitas is registered as an exempt reporting advisor in the State of Texas.
Bonitas does not render investment advice to anyone unless it has an investment adviser-client relationship with that person evidenced in writing.
You understand and agree that Bonitas does not have any investment advisory relationship with you or does not owe fiduciary duties to you. Giving
investment advice requires knowledge of your financial situation, investment objectives, and risk tolerance, and Bonitas has no such knowledge of
you.
In no event shall Bonitas or any of its affiliates be liable for any claims, losses, costs or damages of any kind, including direct, indirect, punitive,
exemplary, incidental, special, consequential damages, arising out of or in any way connected with any information on this website. This limitation
of liability applies regardless of any negligence or gross negligence of Bonitas or any of its affiliates or related persons. You agree that use of
Bonitas reports are at your own risk.
If you are in the United Kingdom, you confirm that you are subscribing and/or accessing Bonitas’ research and materials on behalf of: (A) a high
net worth entity (e.g., a company with net assets of GBP 5 million or a high value trust) falling within Article 49 of the Financial Services and
Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (the “FPO”); or (B) an investment professional (e.g., a financial institution, government or
local authority, or international organization) falling within Article 19 of the FPO.
Bonitas makes no representation, express or implied, as to the accuracy, timeliness, or completeness of any such information or with regard to the
results to be obtained from its use. All expressions of opinion are subject to change without notice, and Bonitas does not undertake a duty to update
or supplement this report or any of the information contained herein. By downloading and opening this report you knowingly and independently
agree: (i) that any dispute arising from your use of this report or viewing the material herein shall be governed by the laws of the State of Texas,
without regard to any conflict of law provisions; (ii) to submit to the personal and exclusive jurisdiction of the superior courts located within the
State of Texas and waive your right to any other jurisdiction or applicable law, given that Bonitas is a Texas limited liability company that operates
in Texas; and (iii) that regardless of any statute or law to the contrary, any claim or cause of action arising out of or related to use of this website
or the material herein must be filed within one (1) year after such claim or cause of action arose or be forever barred. The failure of Bonitas to
exercise or enforce any right or provision of this disclaimer shall not constitute a waiver of this right or provision. If any provision of this disclaimer
is found by a court of competent jurisdiction to be invalid, the parties nevertheless agree that the court should endeavor to give effect to the parties'
intentions as reflected in the provision and rule that the other provisions of this disclaimer remain in full force and effect, in particular as to this
governing law and jurisdiction provision.
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